
11107: "trash found while at last left alone in san francisco walking also 

through the city of berkley and later while with jacek"

11108:  "all  trash  picked  while  staying  in  a  dormitory  of  a  very  crapy 

neighborhood in san francisco going up and down the dirty streets finding many 

disco flyers and some lottery tickets signs of misery"

11109:  "trash  found  still  living  in  san  francisco  and  this  time  walking 

extensively with jacek several times across the city going all through fort mason 

to our dormitory in folsom and then to mission finding all sort of fliers and 

really working hard picking a lot of the californian trash with also some funny 

stuff and again several club related promotion"

05078: "walking a great deal first in holland walking both in utrecht and in 

rotterdam  with  little  myrthe  and  then  in  sweden  walking  in  malmö  after  a 

supervision but also in stockholm taking an old group of italians around before 

goign to california and walking there in the southern suburbs of san francisco but 

also on the nice and dry hills up and down a few trails before actually walking 

very extensively throughout san francisco both alone and with jacek going really 

across all sides and neighborhoods"

12098: "still a lot of bombing in muslim countries but also some shooting and 

natural casualties in the united states and a big capsizing in china with other 

minor deaths all around the world and reading of this while myself on the road in 

california"

14093:  "ideas  gathered  at  the  beginning  of  the  summer  first  while  in  the 

netherlands trying to make the most of the time there and then going to italy 

traveling with myrthe and august in the mountains and attending an old friends' 

wedding gathering there some ideas"

14094: "ideas mostly generated in italy while at my parents' summer resort at the 

sea side both spending time at the beach but also exploring with myrthe and august 

taking  occasional  walks  and  getting  overstimulated  by  the  many  tourist 

attractions"

17055: "transfigurations executed while traveling in california and representing 

the shapes i have tracked in clouds while in stockholm mostly applying for jobs 

and  having  a  rather  ordinary  life  picking  my  kid  at  school  and  running  and 

observing many clouds in these occasions but also eventually getting affecte by 

italy  with a few clouds  related  to my  time there getting closer  back to  my 

parents"

01138: "a month doing a lot of renovation work to the apartment i am now leaving in 

stockholm and preparing to move out of sweden but also then going to san 

francisco and doing a lot of explorations and very little activities beside the



few day setting up the exhibit with jacek and lastly coming back to sweden to be 

with august and doing more domestic activities there cooking for him and playing" 

02132: "another month with far less dreams on average sleeping quite a lot with 

myrthe  but  then  again  with  several  trips  particularly  to  the  states  getting 

violent dreams leaving in a dormitory of a scary neighborhood and feeling jealous 

of myrthe also in my dreams as well as reflecting my sexual frustrations but also 

the future uncertainties of having to move to the netherlands and having to leave 

my son with whom i spent a whole week"

16080: "back from the coldish san francisco spending very hot days with my little 

august in his apartment and making the most out of the super sunny swedish weather 

before going to italy and finding a very hot but too humid air and a lot of heat 

generated clouds btu a little cooler in our alpine shelter before a bit of rain 

has opened up the sky giving a few very blue sky days before again the heat has 

made the mountains barely visible but also experiencing far less degrees going up 

the mountains and far more degrees going by car with myrthe in the low land"

18076: "unpleasant wind while in cold san francisco to then come back to europe and 

experience a nice soft wind both in sweden while with august and later with 

myrthe in the alps really awaiting for a little breeze to bring some fresh air in 

the mist of the heat and experiencing mostly a little stronger wind while up in 

tall mountains and down in valleys particularly during a day spent swimming at a 

dige"

15068: "a month started in san francisco biking through some traffic trying to 

reach a natural reserve and then getting a bit of traffic while walking with jacek 

from our dormitory all the way to fort mason where we organized an exhibit but 

anyway getting a quite cold and refreshing air before coming back to a warm sweden 

spending time with august in the clean air there and only getting to inhale some 

bad air biking with him to see a movie in a mall under construction and lastly 

while in italy in the traffic of the small town at the feet of our mountain"

05079:  "walking  at  first  alone  in  stockholm  while  august  played  with  his 

neighbour  friend  and  then  very  extensively  in  my  italian  place  in  the  place 

exploring quite some new things with myrthe like walking to the sumano mountain 

and  the  pasubio  always  choosing  easy  road  not  to  tire  her  too  much  and 

occasionally taking small walks in the villages below and in a sculptural park 

searching for a place where to build my cathedral"

04068: "a period with a lot of frustration in sweden in my son's apartment 

mitigated at last back in italy getting some positive vibe also hanging out with 

local artists but at last deciding to fully concentrate on the netherlands giving 

up  my  dream  to  build  my  temple  back  in  italy  and  shutting  a  lot  of  the 

communication here feeling otherwise pretty good despite some suffering due to the 

increasing distance with my son"



13099: "videos captured first while in frankfurt taking time off to explore the 

surroundings walking along the mainz and then going to first italy talking walks 

with myrthe's father and his companion on the mountains above our shelter and then 

going to london also there taking extensive lonely walk filming both by the thames 

and around the city before going back to sweden and filming a bit there as well as 

in the netherlands"


